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A remark on the product property 
for the Caratheodory pseudodistance

Abstract. We prove that the Caratheodory pseudodistance has the pro
duct property in the category of all connected complex analytic spaces.

For any connected complex analytic space X, let c% denote its Caratheo
dory pseudodistance, i.e. c%: X x X —» R+,

cx(x',x") : = sup{p(/(x'),/(x")): / 6 O(X, £)}

=su» {^°ei-!/(x")!: s e o(x"e)’ /(i,)=
where E stands for the unit disc and p: E X E —* R+ is the Poincare 
(hyperbolic) distance on E; cf. [Jar-Pfl 2]. We say that the Caratheodory 
Pseudodistance has the product property for X, Y if

cxxy((z',i/'),(®",i/")) = max{cx(x', x"), cY(y', !/")}, 
(x',y'^x",y")eXxY.

We proved in [Jar-Pfl 1] that the Caratheodory pseudodistance has the 
Product property for X,Y whenever X and Y are domains in Cn and Cm,
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respectively. Moreover, one can observe that the same proof applies to 
the more general case where X and Y are countable at infinity connected 
complex spaces such that the space 0(X) ® O(Y) (spanned by all functions
XxY 9 (x, y) /(x')g(y') with f G O(X), g G O(K)) is dense in O(XxY) 
in the topology of locally uniform convergence.

The aim of this note is to prove that the Caratheodory pseudodistance 
has the product property for arbitrary connected complex spaces X, Y (in 
particular, we complete the proof of Theorem 4.9.1 from [Kob]).

Theorem 1. The Caratheodory pseudodistance has the product property 
for arbitrary connected complex spaces.

The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following two results.

Proposition 2. Let X be an arbitrary connected complex space. Then

cx(x',x") = inf{cy(x', i"): Y is a relatively compact subdomain of X 
with x',x" G y}, x',x" G X.

It is clear that the proposition reduces the proof of Theorem 1 to the 
case where X and Y are countable at infinity.

Proposition 3. Let X, Y be countable at infinity connected complex ana
lytic spaces. Then C9(X) ® O(Y) is dense in 0(X X y) in the topology of 
locally uniform convergence.

Consequently, Theorem 1 can be proved along the methods of [Jar-Pfl 1].

Proof of Proposition 2. Fix x'0,x'q G X and let 2) denote the family of 
all relatively compact subdomains Y of X such that x'0,x'q G Y.

The inequality cx(x'q,Xq} < inf{cy(ió,£0'): Y G 2)} is obvious.
To prove the opposite inequality fix an p > 0. For each Y G 2) let

fY e O(y, T) be such that /y(xó) = 0 and cY(x'0,x'ó) - p(0, fy(x'ó)) < rj. 
We will prove that there exists a function f: X —> C such that 

(*) V/ccc% V£>o 3ye<p . K C y, sup \fY - f \ < e.

Suppose for a moment that f is as above. It is clear that f must be 
holomorphic on X, |/| < 1, and f(x'o) = 0.
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In particular, cx(x'0,x'ó) > p(0,f(x'ó). By (*) there exists Y$ G 2) with 
|p(0,/yo(xo)) - P(0,/(xo))l < »?• Hence

cxO^o) > P(0,/yo(zo)) - P > CKoC^o^o) - 2r)
>inf{cy(x',x"):y G2)}-2t?,

which finishes the proof of Proposition 2.
It remains to prove (*). The idea of the proof is the same as for the general

Ascoli theorem. Let T := the Cartesian product^ xE. We consider on T 
the standard Tichonoff topology in which T is compact. Put

fy :=
fy
0

on Y
on X \ Y ’ Y 6 2).

Observe that {fY(x)')xex € T for any Y € 2)- Consider (/y)ye<p as a 
Moore-Smith sequence (2) is directed by inclusion).

Since T is compact, there exist a function f: X —► C and a Moore- 
Smith subsequence <p: (E,=ś) —♦ (2),C) (i.e. (E,^) is a directed set, 
¥>: E —>2), and Vye?) 3So£e V,eE: Jo«s: Y C <p(s)) such that /(x) =

/V(s)(x) for any x € X.
Take a compact K C X and e > 0. Using [Gun-Ros] (Corollary V.B.4), 

one can easily prove that every point x0 6 K has open neighborhoods 
UXo CC UXQ CC X such that |/y(x) - /y(xo)| < £ for any x € UXo and 
Y € 2) with U'Xo CC Y. Consequently, |/(x) - /(x0)| < £ for any x € UXo. 
Now, let K C UXl U • • • U UXN. Choose s € E such that UXl U • • ■ U UXN C 

<p(s) =: Y and |/y(xj) - /(x_,)| < e, j = 1, . . ., N. Then for x G A' C UXj 
(j = 1,...,X) we get

l/y(®) - /(z)| < \fy(z) - fy(,xj)\ + l/v(a:j) " f(xj)\ + l/(®) ~

which completes the proof of (*).

Proof of Proposition 3. Let y>: X —♦ X, ip: Y —> T denote the Hiron- 
aka desingularizations. For us it will be important that X, Y are countable 
at infinity complex manifolds and the mappings ę>, ip are holomorphic proper 
and surjective. Define

JF(X) := ę>’(<9(X)) = {/ o ę>: / G <9(X)}, 

jF(y) := V>’(<W)> x Y) := x’(O(* x y))>

where X- X X Y —> X X X, x(z,w) := (^(z)^™))^ Using [Gun-Ros] 
(Theorem V.B.5), one can easily prove that X(X), F(Y}, and F(X X T)
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are closed in O(X), O(Y), and O(X X V), respectively. We have to prove 
that J7(X)® F(Y) is dense in F(X x Y) (in the topology of locally uniform 
convergence).

Now, we can adopt the classical L2 method; cf. [Nar] (the proof of Theo
rem 1.7.7) for details. Fix a function Fq E F{X X Y). Then there exist con
tinuous functions a: X —♦ R>o, 0'- Y —♦ K>o such that Fq E H(X x Y), 
where

H(X x Y) := |Fe F(X x Y):

t |F(z, w)|2a(z)/?(w)dVjf(z)dVy(w) <+oo >,
J XxY

and dV*, dVy denote the volume elements on X and Y, respectively. Define

7Z(X):={7e JF(X): f |/(z)|2a(2)dY^(z) <+oo},
Jx

:= {g E ^(Y): |£(w)|2/3(w)dV?(w) < +oo}.

Recall that the £2-convergence in 7Y(X) (resp. ?f(Y)) implies the locally 
uniform convergence in X (resp. Y). Consequently, 7f(X) and 7f(Y) (with 
the standard scalar products) are Hilbert spaces. Let (/M)M and ^gv}v be 
complete orthonormal systems in 7f(X) and 7f(Y), respectively. It is clear 
that (/M ® fifp)(M,i/) is an othonormal system in 7Y(X x Y). It remains to 
prove that this system is complete (then the function Fq can be expanded 
into the Fourier series with respect to (/M®9v)(n,v)\ in particular Fq can be 
approximated locally uniformly in X X Y by elements from 7f(X)® 7Y(Y) C 

0(X) ® O(Y)).
Take an F E 7f(X X Y) which is orthogonal to every ® g„. We want 

to prove that F = 0. By the Fubini theorem, we only need to show that for 
each p the function

y_ F(z, w)g„(y)P(w)dVy(w)

belongs to 7f(X). Using the methods of [Nar] one can easily check that 
h„ E O(X) and \hI/(z)^2a(z)dV^(z) < +oo. It remains to prove that 
h„ E JT(X).
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Let F = F o x with F 6 O(X x Y). Put

/ip(z) := y V’(w))ffp(w)/3(w)dVy(w), x e X.

Obviously = /i„ o 95. We will prove that hv G O{X\
Take a sequence (Y*,)^ of relatively compact subdomains of Y with 

Yfc C Yfc+i and UfcLi Yt = Y. Let Yk := V’_1(Yt). Observe that Yk is 
relatively compact in Y, Yk C Yk+i, and Y = IJtLi Yt- Define

h„,k(x):= I F(z,w)g^w)/3(w)dV^w), zeX,
JYk

hu<it{x)\= I F^x^^w^g^w^w^dV^w), x G X.
JYk

Then hu<k —* (as k —* +00) locally uniformly in X (we use the man
ifold case). Since h^k = hv<k 0 we conclude that h„<k —* locally 
uniformly in X. Consequently, it is sufficient to prove that hVtk € G(X) for 
any k.

Fix a k and x0 e X. Let UXo be an open neighborhood of x0 such that 
there exist a domain of holomorphy G C C",an analytic subset M of G, and 
a biholomorphic mapping 0: M —* UXo. Since Yk is ^relatively compact, 
We can cover Yk by a finite number of Stein domains Yk — Yi U • • • 0 V/v- 

Let G O(G X V)) be a holomorphic extension of the function

M x Vj 9 (z,w) —* F(©(z),i/»(w)).

Then for x € UXo we get hWijt(a:) = (x) + k hV'k,N(x), where

^,fc,j(0(«)) == I “A2, w)0u(w)/3(w)dV?(w), z G G,

Bi:=Vi, :=Yj\(YiU---UYj_i), j>2.

Now we apply the manifold case (to G X Bj) and we prove that hVtk,j £ 
0(f/ro),j = l,...,fV.

It seems to be interesting to find a direct proof of Proposition 3 (without 
using the Hironaka desingularization theorem).
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